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Abstract 
We prove the existence of an asymptotic expansion of the error for composite integration formulae on triangles. The 
result is based on simple manipulation of derivatives of a bivariate function with respect o affine maps and on basic 
properties of the Sobolev spaces. @ 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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In this short note we state and prove the existence of an asymptotic expansion of the error for 
composite integration rules on triangles. These expansions justify the use of Richardson extrapolation 
as a means of accelerating the convergence of the method and to give a posteriori error estimates. 
For one-dimensional numerical integration, it is well known that any composite rule has an 
asymptotic expansion of the error. The simplest of them is the well-known Euler-Maclaurin expan- 
sion for the trapezoidal rule. In several dimensions, straightforward tensor-product extensions of the 
one-dimensional case exist for n dimensional cubes (see [3]). 
Among the many possible extensions, an expansion for integration on a triangle without an 
estimate of the remainder is given in [4] by a clever use of cut-off functions related to the comers. 
We present here a different way of dealing with the problem. First we prove that the error of a 
simple quadrature rule on a triangle (the proof is valid in fact for any polygon) has an explicit 
expression in the case of polynomials. Then we apply a sort of Bramble-Hilbert lemma argument 
[2] to bound the remainder for smooth functions. To finish with, we simply apply the preceding 
expansion (Proposition 1 ) to the smaller triangles defining the composite rule and add the expansions. 
We prove that if the discretization parameter is taken to be the diameter of the small triangles 
(h), as is usually done in the language of finite elements, we have an expansion in even powers of 
h. Therefore, composite formulae built as we do here, have always even order. 
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1. Composite integration formulae on triangles 
In what follows K will denote an arbitrary nondegenerate triangle in the plane and K will denote 
the so-called reference triangle, whose vertices are (0, 0), (1,0) and (0, 1 ). 
Given a basic integration rule on 
J 
L f  := ~ &; f (~ j ) _  ~f(x )dx ,  
j= l  
(1) 
where 2; c K and &j E ~ for all j , we can define an integration rule on any triangle K by means 
of any of the six affine transformations mapping K onto K. If F is one of such maps and we define 
x; := F( i ; ) ,  o)j := 2&jmeas(K) for all j ,  we obtain the quadrature formula 
J 
Lx f  = ~ o i f (x  i) = 2 meas(K)I,(f  o F). 
j= l  
(2) 
A formula is said to be of degree at least q when it is exact on Pq, the space of polynomials of 
degree less than or equal to q. Note that in the previous construction, the degree of LK is the same 
as that of L. 
We consider a uniform partition of /~ into N 2 triangles defined as follows. Let N be a positive 
integer, h := 1IN and xi := ih, i = O,...,N. Consider the triangles whose vertices are the points 
(xi,x;), 0 <<, i + j <<, N and whose sides are parallel to those of K. We will denote by Jh the 
triangulation of R" formed by those N 2 triangles. Given K E Yh there exists a vector bK such that 
the map Fx(x) := (--1)dhx + bx with d E {1,2} satisfies FK(/~) = K. Depending on the value of 
d we divide the triangulation i to two parts Jh = Jh I U ~2. We consider the composite integration 
formula 
f~hf := h 2 ~ L(f o Fx). (3) 
K C,~1, 
Proceeding as in (2) we can define a composite rule Lh, g on an arbitrary triangle. The formula Lh 
is said to be of order q if 
i, hf  - f~ f (x )  dx = (~(h q) 
for f smooth enough. 
2. Asymptotic expansion of the error 
In the sequel we will adopt the following notations 
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where d~ is the length element in the boundary curve dK. Given f smooth enough, we denote 
~i+j f 
D~,jf :=  c3xiOy j (4) 
and 
Omf := (Dm, of  , Dm-l,lf .... ,Do, m f) .  (5) 
Let I'1 denote the Euclidean norm of •m for any m and • be the usual inner product. 
We consider the Sobolev norm 
r 
and the seminorm 
rflr := f~ IOrfl. (7) 
We denote by W~'1(~2) the Sobolev spaces consisting of classes of functions (identifying functions 
which coincide almost everywhere) which can be approximated in the Sobolev norm N" IIr by smooth 
functions (see [1]). 
Proposition 1. Let L be an integration formula of deoree m >~ O. Then there exist vectors ek E 
N k+l, k >~ 1 such that for all M >~ 1 and for all fE  W2M+z'I(~2) 
Lf f + C2k+l @ Z 2k ~- c2k'D f + RZM+2f, (8) 
k=0 dOK k=l 
where IR2M+2fl ~< CMIfl2M+2. Furthermore, ck = O, for 1 <<. k <~ m. 
Proof. Let us first consider the following sequence of linear functionals {Hij : i,j ~ 0}: 
{ f~Di, j f  i f i+ j i seven ,  
tli, j f  := 
dDi , j f  i f i+ j i s  odd. 
It is then a matter of basic linear algebra to prove that there exists a unique sequence of coefficients 
such that 
bTp := Lp  - ~ p = ~ o~i, jHi, jp , Vp E P, (9) 
dtk i,j>.O 
where P is the set of bivariate polynomials. Note that for each p, the sum in (9) contains only a 
finite number of nonzero terms, since Hijp = 0 for all i,j such that i + j  is greater than the degree 
of p. Since bTp ---- 0 for p E Pro, it follows by induction that ~ij -- 0 whenever i + j  ~< m. 
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If we restrict (9) to P2M+I and denote ck := (~k,0,~k-l,1,-..,~o,k), we obtain 
M f^ D2k+lP Mf~ Ep = ~ c2k+l " + ~ c2k " OZkp, Vp E P2M+t. (10) 
k=0 JerK k=l 
Let then R2M+2 : W2M+z'I(K) ~ ~ be given by the difference 
R2M+2f := Ef -  ~ e2k+l • - c2k- j ,  
k=0 k=l JK  
where restrictions onto a~" are understood in the sense of traces. By basic properties of the Sobolev 
spaces it follows that RzM+2 is bounded, provided that M >/1. We observe that (10) implies that 
PZM+I C KerR2~t+2. As a consequence, for all p E P2M+I 
IR2M+zfl = IR2M+z(f + P)[ ~< C[If + PII2M+2- 
By the well-known fact that the quotient norm and seminorm in wr'I(K)/Pr_ 1 are equivalent orms, 
we have 
IR2M+2fl ~< C inf [If + PII2M+2 <~ C'lfl2M+2. 
pEP2M+I 
This completes the proof. [] 
Proposition 2. Let L be as in Proposition 1 and let {e~} be the corresponding sequence of coeffi- 
cients of the error formula. Then for all f E WZM+Z'1(K) 
M 
Lhf f + ~ h 2k c2k + 6'2k--1 f + R2m+2'hf ' 
k=l 
where 
IR2M+z, nTI <~ Ch2m+2llfll=M+2. 
Proof. By a simple change of variable in each K E 3h (the one given by FK) we have 
Lhf -- ~ f = h 2 ~ bS[f o FK], 
d/k 
K6.~ 
with bS given by (9). Notice that if K E ~a, then 
Dk(f  o FI¢)= hk(-1)kaDk f o FK. 
Hence, by Proposition 1 
M M 
-~ -- L ./)2k+lf Zh2kfK  l)2kf_}_h2~2M+2(fOFK). h2Etf o FK] ~ h2k+2( 1)d C2k+1 + C2k " 
k=0 k=l 
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On the other hand, we have for any O 
Y~ fKg=f~9 ' ~--~(--1)a(K)f~K9=~.~9" 
KE,~ KE.~ 
For the remainder we simply remark that by the trace theorem 
f..~C2M+I < C(I/[2M+, + 1/12M+2) • D2M+lf 
and 
h 2 ~ [R2g+2(f oFx)[ ~< Ch 2 ~ If OFKIzM+2 ~< C'h 2M+2 ~ ~ [DZg+2f[, 
K E.~ K E a~h K E.~ 
from where the result follows readily. [] 
Finally, we can easily translate the result on K to a uniform triangulation of any triangle T. 
Proposition 2 is valid with some new coefficients dk, depending on T. These coefficients are related 
to the corresponding ones in the reference triangle by the fact that dk = 0 if and only if ck = 0. 
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